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More than 1.5 million North Carolinians today live in
poverty. More than one in five are children. Behind these
sobering statistics are the faces of our fellow citizens.
This book tells their stories. Since 2012, Gene R. Nichol
has traveled the length of North Carolina, conducting
hundreds of interviews with poor people and those
working to alleviate the worst of their circumstances. In
an afterword to this new edition, Nichol draws on fresh
data and interviews with those whose voices challenge
all of us to see what is too often invisible, to look past
partisan divides and preconceived notions, and to seek
change. Only with a full commitment as a society, Nichol
argues, will we succeed in truly ending poverty, which he
calls our greatest challenge.
Of special focus in this reflective overview of Wesley's
theological convictions is highlighting the practicaltheological dynamics of Wesley's work and suggesting
possible implications for contemporary attempts to
recover theology as a practical discipline. Another
distinctive focus of this work is a systematic
consideration of the integration of theological emphases
traditionally divergent in Eastern and Western
Christianity. The author also closely examines the
consistency of Wesley's thought throughout his career.
Muqarnas is sponsored by The Aga Khan Program for
Islamic Architecture at Harvard University and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. In Muqarnas articles are being published
on all aspects of Islamic visual culture, historical and
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contemporary, as well as articles dealing with
unpublished textual primary sources.
This book addresses the changing electoral and political
circumstances in which American political parties found
themselves during the 2016 election, and the strategic
adaptations this new pressure may require. The
respective establishments of both major political parties
have found themselves facing serious challenges. Some
observers wondered if realignment was in progress, and
whether the parties could survive. Both grounded in
research and accessible to more than just academics,
this book provides important insights into how political
parties can move forward from 2016.
Clemens sheds new light on how farmers, workers, and
women invented strategies to circumvent the parties. Voters
learned to monitor legislative processes, to hold their
representatives accountable at the polls, and to
institutionalize their ongoing participation in shaping policy.
Closely analyzing the organizational politics in three states -California, Washington, and Wisconsin -- she demonstrates
how the political opportunity structure of federalism allowed
regional innovations to exert leverage on national political
institutions.
Mars Geological Enigmas: From the Late Noachian Epoch to
the Present Day presents outstanding questions on the
geology of Mars and divergent viewpoints based on varying
interpretations and analyses. The result is a robust and
comprehensive discussion that provides opportunities for
planetary scientists to develop their own opinions and ways
forward. Each theme opens with an introduction that includes
background on the topic and lays out questions to be
addressed. Alternate perspectives are covered for each topic,
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including methods, observations, analyses, and in-depth
discussion of the conclusions. Chapters within each theme
reference each other to facilitate comparison and deeper
understanding of divergent opinions. Offers a
transchronological view of the geological history of Mars,
addressing thematic questions from a broad temporal
perspective Discusses outstanding questions on Mars from
diverging perspectives Includes key questions and answers,
as well as a look ahead to which puzzles remain to be solved
Statistical Concepts—A First Course presents the first 10
chapters from An Introduction to Statistical Concepts, Fourth
Edition. Designed for first and lower-level statistics courses,
this book communicates a conceptual, intuitive understanding
of statistics that does not assume extensive or recent training
in mathematics and only requires a rudimentary knowledge of
algebra. Covering the most basic statistical concepts, this
book is designed to help readers really understand statistical
concepts, in what situations they can be applied, and how to
apply them to data. Specifically, the text covers basic
descriptive statistics, including ways of representing data
graphically, statistical measures that describe a set of data,
the normal distribution and other types of standard scores,
and an introduction to probability and sampling. The
remainder of the text covers various inferential tests, including
those involving tests of means (e.g., t tests), proportions,
variances, and correlations. Providing accessible and
comprehensive coverage of topics suitable for an
undergraduate or graduate course in statistics, this book is an
invaluable resource for students undertaking an introductory
course in statistics in any number of social science and
behavioral science disciplines.
"This Bulletin is intended to provide a general geological
account of the iron occurrence within the Hamersley Iron
Province, which has been gleaned from regional mapping,
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inspections of known occurrences, and the assistance of the
exploration companies, which have operated in the area".
-Prefatory note.

Small jurisdictions have become significant players
in cross-border corporate and financial services.
Their nature, legal status, and market roles,
however, remain under-theorized. Lacking a
sufficiently nuanced framework to describe their
functions in cross-border finance - and the peculiar
strengths of those achieving global dominance in the
marketplace - it remains impossible to evaluate their
impacts in a comprehensive manner. This book
advances a new conceptual framework to refine the
analysis and direct it toward more productive
inquiries. Bruner canvasses extant theoretical
frameworks used to describe and evaluate the roles
of small jurisdictions in cross-border finance. He then
proposes a new concept that better captures the
characteristics, competitive strategies, and market
roles of those achieving global dominance in the
marketplace - the "market-dominant small
jurisdiction" (MDSJ). Bruner identifies the central
features giving rise to such jurisdictions' competitive
strengths - some reflect historical, cultural, and
geographic circumstances, while others reflect
development strategies pursued in light of those
circumstances. Through this lens, he evaluates a
range of small jurisdictions that have achieved global
dominance in specialized areas of cross-border
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finance, including Bermuda, Dubai, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Switzerland, and Delaware. Bruner further
tests the MDSJ concept's explanatory power through
a broader comparative analysis, and he concludes
that the MDSJs' significance will likely continue to
grow - as will the need for a more effective means of
theorizing their roles in cross-border finance and the
global dynamics generated by their ascendance.
This volume encourages reflection on previous
volumes. Family involvement has been an issue in
early education going back to Pestalozzi almost two
centuries ago. This book looks at what advances in
the area of family involvement in early education
have been made since the publication of the
previous volume.
The Asia-Pacific region needs to maximize the
benefits of education to enable it to compete in an
economic future dominated by innovation, in which
assessing student progress must be an empowering
rather than delimiting factor. This detailed exposition
of the theoretical basis and application tools of selfdirected learning-oriented assessment (SLOA)
reflects the very latest research championed by the
Assessment Research Centre at The Hong Kong
Institute of Education. Featuring a range of relevant
case studies, it explores the varied theoretical issues
related to SLOA and offers an integrated view of the
system fully in line with the constructivist paradigm of
learning which advocates formative rather than
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summative assessment. Many of the initiatives
outlined here are firsts in the region. SLOA is already
being applied in many schools with links to the ARC.
It is an approach to assessment that acknowledges
the centrality of self-directed learning and which
positions assessment as a tool to enable and
enhance self-directed learning. It draws on several
theories of learning and assessment, including the
constructivist notion that learning is best achieved
when students take ownership of their educational
process, setting their own goals and monitoring their
own progress towards those goals. SLOA has been
the research and service approach of the ARC since
2005. In the intervening years the centre has
developed a number of tools to facilitate SLOA
learning and assessment, including vertical ability
scales, teacher-friendly computer software and
packages for self-directed learning.
The first fifty volumes of this yearbook of
Shakespeare studies are being reissued in
paperback.
This book is a thoroughly updated version of the popular
first edition of The Prison Officer. It incorporates the
significant increase in knowledge about the work of
prison officer since the first edition was published and
provides a live account of prison work and ways of
understanding the role of the prison officer in the latemodern context. Few detailed narratives exist of prison
work and the sort of role the prison officer occupies; this
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book addresses the gap. Using a range of quantitative
and qualitative data and drawing on available theoretical
literature it explores the role of the prison officer in an
‘appreciative’ way, taking into account the littlediscussed issues of power and discretion. It provides a
single accessible guide to the world and work of the
prison officer, looking in detail at the present role of the
prison officer in Britain and demonstrating the centrality
of staff-prisoner relationships to every operation carried
out by officers. This book will be of relevance to anyone
with an interest in the work of a prison officer; students
and others looking for an introductory survey of the
literature and essential reading for any established and
aspiring officers.
Leading academics and policymakers address the theory
of market discipline and consider evidence across
different industries and countries. The effectiveness of
market discipline -- the strong built-in incentives that
encourage banks and financial systems to operate
soundly and efficiently -- commands much attention
today, particularly in light of recent accounting scandals.
As government discipline, in the form of regulation,
seems to grows less effective as the banking industry
and financial markets grow more complex, the role of
market discipline becomes increasingly important. In this
collection, which grew out of a conference cosponsored
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and the Bank
for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland, a
diverse group of academics and policymakers address
different aspects of the ability of market discipline to
affect corporate behavior and performance. A major
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purpose of the book is to develop evidence on how
market discipline operates across non-government
regulated industries and in different countries, how
successful it has been, and how it may transfer to a
regulated industry. The chapters examine such topics as
the theory of market discipline, evidence of market
discipline in banking and other industries, evidence of
market discipline for countries, the current state of
corporate governance, and the interaction of market
discipline and public policy.
Earth’s Oldest Rocks provides a comprehensive
overview of all aspects of early Earth, from planetary
accretion through to development of protocratons with
depleted lithospheric keels by c. 3.2 Ga, in a series of
papers written by over 50 of the world's leading experts.
The book is divided into two chapters on early Earth
history, ten chapters on the geology of specific cratons,
and two chapters on early Earth analogues and the
tectonic framework of early Earth. Individual
contributions address topics that range from planetary
accretion, a review of Earth meteorites, significance and
composition of Hadean protocrust, composition of
Archaean mantle and deep crust, all aspects of the
geology of Paleoarchean cratons, composition of
Archean oceans and hydrothermal environments,
evidence and geological settings of early life, early Earth
analogues from Venus and New Zealand, and a tectonic
framework for early Earth. * Contains comprehensive
reviews of areas of ancient lithosphere on Earth, of
planetary accretion processes, and of meteorites *
Focuses on specific aspects of early Earth, including
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oldest putative life forms, evidence of the composition of
the ancient atmosphere-hydrosphere, and the oldest
evidence for subduction-accretion * Presents an
overview of geological processes and model of the
tectonic framework on early Earth
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of
Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas, and Court of
Appeals of Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug. 1892,
Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb.
1893-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Civil and Criminal
Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov. 1907, Court
of Appeals of Indian Territory; May/June 1927-Jan./Feb.
1928, Courts of Appeals of Missouri and Commission of
Appeals of Texas.
Develops a theory of trade regulation, shows the kinds of
problems that can occur when the wrong type of controls are
placed on an industry, and suggests an approach for
modifying regulatory policies
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